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This is interview is being conducted on Wednesday, July 9, 2014 with Mr. Thurb Stowell at
the Indian Prairie Library in Darien, Illinois. My name is Deb Barrett. Mr. Stowell was
born on November 18, 1920, in Northampton, Massachusetts. He is a retired architect and
learned of the Veterans History Project through an e-mail sent to him by one of the
librarians here at the Indian Prairie Library. Mr. Stowell has kindly consented to be
interviewed for this project. Here is his story.

Life Before Entering Military Service
Thurb, where were you living when you entered the service? What was your life like just
before that time?
Well, I was in college. I graduated from high school in 1937 and then I went to Armour
Institute of Technology to study architecture. And the school, while I was there, consolidated
with another institution and became the Illinois Institute of Technology. And also while I was
there, Mies van der Rohe came and became the director of the school [of architecture]. And the
architectural school has a high rating in the country.
As a young person of college and military age, we were watching the events of the war in
Europe. We, of course, weren‟t in it. And then the draft came along. One picture that‟s vivid in
my mind is that at the start of my senior year in the fall – we had already registered for the draft
and were assigned our numbers – and in September or October of 1940 was the draft, the
drawing of the numbers. And that was a long process that was taking place in Washington. It
took about a week to do that. My architectural classes were at the Art Institute of Chicago, and
returning from lunch each day that week we‟d pick up the latest edition of the Chicago Daily
News and open up to read the draft numbers. We seniors and several of our professors were of
draft age. I think it was from 19 to 35 in those days. So we were all sitting there and got to
know each other‟s numbers. So we‟d say, “Hey, Spike, here‟s your number.” And then one of
the professors would show up.
I got a very high number, but several of my classmates would have been drafted right
away excepting that they had a deferment to complete their senior year of college. Later on I
saw the big picture that they were getting thousands and thousands of enlistees and draftees, and
they needed officers to take care of them. So there were posted on the university‟s bulletin
boards opportunities to apply for officer training. Three or four of my architectural classmates
were already enlisted and received their notification of commissioning. And right after
graduation they had to report for duty when they would be commissioned as second lieutenants
in the Army or as an ensign in the Navy and so forth.
We all finished our architectural courses and graduated. Then I was one of two people
who was fortunate to find a job in the architectural field, because, as you know, there had been
no building all through the Depression and now there were already restrictions on building
because resources were needed for the war effort. Anyway, I got a job.
Where did you work?

I lived in Oak Park and I had worked the summer between my junior and senior year in
an architect‟s office – a single practitioner. So I got a job making 40¢ an hour, and when I
graduated they raised me to 50¢ an hour.
Just before Labor Day I received a notification from Kraft Foods architectural department
asking if I was still interested in coming to work for them, because I had put in an application for
a job that was posted on the university board. That would take me downtown, and instead of
getting 50¢ an hour I would get $125 a month. And when I gave my two weeks‟ notice my
employer said, “Gee, I‟m glad you got that, Thurb. I was going to have to let you go because our
business is just drying up.” And I knew that because there was one job where he just needed one
22 foot long steel beam and he couldn‟t get it because it wasn‟t a priority job. So he couldn‟t
even do the work.
So I was with Kraft Foods on Pearl Harbor Day. It was a Sunday and I heard about it and
went to pick up my girl. We were going to a young people‟s meeting that night at church.
Everybody was talking about it and there were numerous young men who figured that in the
coming week they would have to report for duty because they all had some sort of a
commitment. I don‟t remember the circumstances, I just remember the conversation.
The next day at work we all went to the cafeteria and at 9:30 in the morning to hear
Franklin Roosevelt‟s „Day of Infamy‟ speech. Still, I was a long way from being drafted. But in
a couple of months I decided I would go down and enlist in the V7 program – which was the
program to go to officers‟ training.
How did your family react to that? Was there military history in your family – they were
still in Massachusetts.
No, I had come out [to Chicago]. My parents had divorced when I was in sixth grade. So
my mother and I came out to live with my grandparents in Oak Park. So that was my home.
So how did your family feel about you enlisting?
They felt it was inevitable. It wasn‟t news to them. I had told them what my inclinations
were that I wanted to go into the Navy and I would like to go into the V7 program that was open.
So I suppose I told them I would go down and enlist one day that week after work, which is what
I did. The office was in the Loop.
Everything went fine except that I was underweight. I weighed about 120 pounds, and I
had to weigh about 135 to be eligible. So I immediately went over and joined the YMCA in
downtown Chicago, which was on LaSalle Street – 13 South LaSalle. And every day after work
I‟d go there and work out with barbells and so forth. At the reception [desk] in the front lobby of
the Y there was a candy counter. And I walked past that so fast. I was hungry, but I wanted to
get home and eat a big dinner. I ate gluttonous dinners! In three or four months I got up to 137
[pounds]. So I went back and finished all the paperwork and everything. And I just went about
my work waiting for my notification.

How long did it take to come?
It didn‟t come until December 5. That was a Friday. My mother called me and told me a
letter came from the Navy. She asked me if I wanted her to open it and I said, “Sure.” She read
it to me over the phone. It said to report Sunday morning – this was Friday – at the lobby of the
Board of Trade building to take the train to Columbia University to that midshipman school. I
had been following the midshipman classes at Notre Dame and Northwestern and judging what I
knew the cycle was. I never thought I‟d be sent to New York. I‟d rather go nearby.
So I went in and told my boss, “See you around. I just got my orders.” That was
headquarters of the company. I was cleaning up my desk and drawing board, getting ready to
leave. My boss came in and said, “JL wants to see you.” That was J. L. Kraft, the president and
owner and founder of Kraft Foods.
Mr. Kraft.
There were several „Mr. Kraft‟s.‟ My boss was his nephew. Kraft had two of his
brothers in the company with him, and the son of one of [the brothers] … was the head of the
engineering department that architecture was under. So anyway, I went up and Kraft gave me
his good wishes and gave me a leather pouch that I still have. I didn‟t know what it was for, but
I soon found out it was for carrying your orders around.
So it sounds like JL was prepared. This had happened before.
Oh, yeah. They had probably two or three a day!
So he gave you this nice pouch to carry your orders.
Yes. Then I went into the Loop and bought some Christmas presents for my family and
my girl. I had started going with the girl who was going to become my wife in about April of my
junior year in college. I never actually asked her to marry me, but it was just kind of understood.
And I told you I started at Kraft at $125 a month. And I figured when I got up to $165 a month,
with Gladys working and my salary, we could get married. Well, I was at $157.50, so that never
occurred. But at any rate I got Christmas presents for them, went home and wrapped them up.
This was Friday.
Saturday I went around and did things. Then quite early Sunday morning I went down to
the Board of Trade building. There were about twenty of us gathered there to go to Columbia.
So we got on a train.
Was this a troop train, or was this a regular passenger train?
It was a passenger train. We didn‟t fill up a car, but we were all together. They had
reserved the proper number of places. It was not a sleeping car – just a coach. But we slept in
there.

So that started my Navy career.

Induction and Officer Training
So you were inducted where?
In New York, on December 7, 1942 – year to the date of Pearl Harbor.
What do you remember of your induction? Were there a lot of men being inducted at the
same time?
Yes. There were 800 to 1,000 in our class. I don‟t really remember any formal
induction. We went to a meeting where we were given paperwork that we had to fill out and
sign. And we were apprentice seamen.
So you were 800 to 1,000 apprentice seamen.
Yes. And we started our instruction. It was very intensive. Everybody there was a
college graduate, and most of them were recent. This was in December – some of them had just
graduated that June; I was out a year. There were a couple of other people I knew who were out
about three or four years. But the more recent you were, the more used to studying, which was
good!
And these were all men who were going to become officers.
Yes. And so we started right in. We had navigation, gunnery, communication, damage
control. We had one more course that I don‟t remember right off. But we started right in. And
the books were all thick! We covered them in the four months we were in.
But I had a little detour. The day we got our tetanus shot … [and] a couple of others,
they took us over [to the USS Prairie State]. Besides the classrooms at Columbia we had an old
ship in the Hudson that also served for classes – mostly for engineering officers. …They took us
rowing in the Hudson to get the serum [moving in our system]... That night I became ill. We
had something with sauerkraut. I had never liked sauerkraut and was [just] getting [to like] it at
midshipman school. But I got an upset stomach… and the next morning I wasn‟t able to make
the morning drill. The officer in charge of our company came in and saw me. He was trying to
figure out if I was malingering or if it was real. But he was finally convinced and he allowed me
to stay in bed that day. Well, that evening I was no better and they sent me to sick bay. I was
over there and the doctors examined me then and decided me I had appendicitis. They were
going to send me to Brooklyn Naval Hospital the next morning. But during the night it was
much worse. They did send me the next morning. But when they opened me up it was
gangrenous with all sorts of complications. They thought it would be more likely that I wouldn‟t
make it to recovery.

So they notified my mother, my next of kin, and she came out. Fortunately it took about
three days before she could get [there by] train. By the time she got there I was showing
improvement. Fortunately she [originally] came from Brooklyn and we had relatives there. So
she stayed with my aunt. They came over each day and saw me.
How far into that four month training did this happen?
I‟d say about half-way through.
I was in the hospital for about three-and-a-half weeks for simple appendicitis. So they
sent me back to midshipman school. I reported to the commanding officer there and he said,
“It‟s too bad, Stowell. I‟ll have to notify your draft board.” I said I had been doing excellent in
my classes and asked why I couldn‟t come back in the next class. He didn‟t take too kindly to
that, but thought about it. He said, “I guess we could do that.” So he gave me sick leave for
about ten days and I went home to Oak Park. I was still kind of weak. I was still recuperating.
But I was out with my girl every night! She was working, though, so we couldn‟t stay out too
late.
Then I went back and I graduated in June and got my commission.
So you didn’t go back to the class you left. You went to the next one.
Yes.
You know, during the war they accelerated college. I don‟t know what they did because I
wasn‟t around for it. But I think they went to school in the summertime and did all sorts of
things. And they graduated in three years at the most. So I was with a bunch of young punks. I
was the old man!
How old were you?
I was 22 or 23.
And you were with 18 and 19 year-olds.
Yes. Something like that. At that age there is quite a difference. [But] there were quite a
few nice guys there.
But you were the old man.
Yes.
Tell us a little of what life was like when you were going through this four-month program.
What were the living conditions? Were you in normal barracks?

No. We were in dormitory buildings at Columbia. Instead of one person to a room they
had two, and if the room was bigger there were three midshipmen in a room – a double bunk and
a single. It was very rigorous.
What was a typical day like?
A typical day we would get up about 6:00, maybe 5:30. We‟d shower and shave, dress
and make our bunks and tidy up our room, then fall in. We fell in … [by] section – about 21
people I think it was – and there were three sections to a company and four companies to a
battalion. I think they took roll call in line.
What this outside your rooms?
There was parade grounds – made into a parade grounds – outside our dormitory. And
there were at least four companies in our building.
Were you in dormitories with the regular college students?
No. It was taken over completely.
The whole dormitory?
The whole three dormitories and certain study buildings were taken over. One section of
Columbia campus was taken over. The biggest dormitory was John Jay. Mine was Fernald Hall.
It probably is still a student dormitory. But John Jay was a bigger building. Ours may have only
been four or five stories, but John Jay was perhaps ten stories. That‟s where the dining hall was.
It was Columbia‟s dining hall for the students in this complex. So then we would march – we
marched everywhere – we marched over to John Jay for breakfast.
I think then we returned to our rooms without marching. I think we walked back. But
then after breakfast, another fifteen minutes or so and you fell in again and marched by sections
to our classes. There were about 21 in each class. The section was all together for each of the
five subjects we were learning.
…In the academic day, the classes were at least an hour and sometimes two, depending
on whether there were graphics involved. In navigation, for example, you did actual plotting, so
you did drawing. So then we marched to John Jay for lunch, fall in after that and march to the
next class after lunch. We finished probably around 3:45, I‟d say. And we had about an hour of
free time. There wasn‟t much you could do. You couldn‟t leave campus, and you couldn‟t leave
our part of the campus, excepting – there was an exception – there was a drugstore right across
Broadway which I think was Broadway and 111 th, which was a subway stop. So we could go
over there and get a Coke or something if we wanted to.
We were paid $5 every two weeks. We were paid $13, but $8 of it was held back
because officers buy their own uniforms. And there had to be money to pay for the uniforms.
Our uniforms were provided for us when we were midshipmen. … [After classes and before

evening chow] was about the only time you had a chance to write a letter, so you didn‟t always
go over to the drugstore. It was only if you were caught up on your letter writing.
So you were able to correspond with your family and everything by letter.
Yes.
Did you get any physical training during this four-month period?
Yes. It mostly consisted of close-ordered drill – marching and so forth. But there was no
athletic facility. We did marching with Springfield rifles from World War I. An interesting
thing – partway through our stay they took the Springfield‟s away from us because the Army
needed them in the African desert. Simple things that could be cleaned. Then they gave us
wooden imitations for drill.
Did you learn how to shoot?
Yes. Navy officers are issued side arms. So we went to a firing range and practiced. I
can‟t remember where. We went a little way off the campus for pistol training. In gunnery we
were learning how to take apart and put together several of the guns that were used on ships – 5”
38‟s, 3” 50‟s and that type of thing.
About 5:00 then, I guess, we marched over to John Jay for supper. And then we had to
be back in our rooms. I don‟t think we marched back after eating. But we had to be in our
rooms by 6:00 to study. We could go to neighboring rooms. I forget what the limits were.
There were three guys that went to midshipmen school from Chicago with me who were
University of Chicago graduates. They, of course, were probably lawyers or economics or stuff
like that. They were pretty smart and thought they were smarter than they were. But when the
going got tough in the gunnery and you had to figure out these diagrams, they‟d come to me and
I‟d explain to them how you read a drawing. I always got a kick out of that because I thought
my college was at least as rigorous as theirs and I did alright in school. I saw through some of
their bluff.
But our section was a tight-knit group. On Saturdays we had some courses in the
morning. We got off at noontime. And at 1:00 we had liberty if we weren‟t on a „tree.‟ You‟d
get demerits for certain things, one of which was failing in academic work. But for other
infractions of the rules you might get a demerit or two. And a couple of demerits wouldn‟t keep
you from liberty, but if you got five or more – five would require you to go over to the small
parade ground and march back and forth for an hour; if you had maybe ten demerits it would be
two hours. I think you could get as many as three hours. I think you got a rest every hour, or
maybe every half-hour. I only got that once.
What was the ‘tree?’
It was just called the „tree.‟ Maybe someplace in the Navy – at Annapolis or something –
they had a diagram of who had demerits … [that resembled a tree].

… Liberty lasted until 8:00 Sunday morning. …If you had someplace to go – and I had
cousins out at Jamaica on Long Island – so a couple of times and Christmas Eve I went out there.
I took the subway down to Penn Station or Grand Central … and took the Long Island Railroad
out there. I did that a couple of times. But most of the time we‟d just head for the Astor bar.
We‟d stay and there and wait for our classmates who had „trees‟ until they could show up. Then
we‟d go around. There were numerous bars we‟d go around to. We went to the bars that had
food on the bar where we could eat.
Were you in uniforms when you went out?
Sure.
How did people respond to you when they saw you?
Very favorably. There were so many servicemen, especially on Manhattan, that we were
just two more peas in the pod. But they treated us well. We got cheap drinks! And we got
cheap food. And when it got around supper time we‟d find someplace to eat, and the
servicemen‟s prices were much lower.
We didn‟t go to the USO very much. I don‟t remember why. I think in the first place we
were neither fish nor fowl – we weren‟t officers yet, and we weren‟t enlisted. I guess we weren‟t
supposed to socialize with the enlisted personnel. I suppose that‟s why we didn‟t go to the USO.
Although some of us did go once. It wasn‟t that big a deal.
We often got tickets to the Lucky Strike Hit Parade. I think it was Tommy Dorsey‟s band
that was playing at Lucky Strike at that time. Frank Sinatra was with the band. He was a skinny
kid from New Jersey. That was about 9:00 at night. It was a little farther uptown – I can‟t place
it [exactly]. We were at Times Square and it was south of the park. There was a theater that was
off the beaten path that might have been a studio. At any rate, we‟d go there frequently because
it was a good show. It was an hour show. There were maybe 20% of the crowd that were
servicemen, but there were a lot of high school girls.
Bobby-soxer’s.
Bobby-soxer‟s. And they swooned. They actually passed out! It wasn‟t that they were
noisy hysterical, although there was some squealing when Frank Sinatra got up to sing, but we‟d
look over and there‟d be maybe six in a row that would just gradually collapse to the floor. And
they could hurt themselves. It was a theater with steel railings and the chairs. It was the
darnedest thing. I suppose some of them could be putting in on, but there was no question that
some of them hyperventilated – I suppose that‟s what it was. But for the most part we would go
back [to Columbia] before the night was over. We‟d get back about midnight because we had a
place to sleep and food to eat!
I‟m trying to think if everybody got liberty, or if it was by section and if one section had
to stay in like it was on a ship. I can‟t remember.

I went to church on Sunday morning because it was near Riverside in a church where
Harry Emerson Fosdick was the minister. I was a Baptist – a liberal Baptist which seems today
to be an oxymoron. But it wasn‟t in those days. But Harry Emerson Fosdick wa s the leading
light in that group of churches across the country. It seemed like an opportunity, so I went over
there.
Sunday evening. … I said earlier that we had to be in by 8:00 Sunday morning, but I
think it was that we had to be in by 5:00 Sunday night, because at 6:00 we all marched over to
Riverside church. That is, the Protestants did. The Roman Catholics went someplace else. And
there was some provision for Jewish folks. We had a couple of Jewish guys in our section and
they went with us. It was mandatory that you went somewhere. There was no provision for
agnostic or atheist – you went!
The Protestant chaplain had the service and he was dull. It was terrible! And we
marched back. But coming back we marched through these cliffs – tall apartment buildings in
New York. Many of them had balconies and people would come out and watch us march. So on
the way back we‟d be singing songs and the girls would come out and watch us. And we‟d be
singing, “Oh, You Beautiful Doll” – that‟s a good one to march to – and other songs that had
cadence. You do pretty good marching when you do that song because you get pretty good
swinging and cadence. It must have been kind of nice to watch – especially in the warmer
weather when the caps were white.
At any rate, I got through midshipman school. The last week of school was a lot of
freedom. For one thing we got liberty every night. We had some classes, but they were winding
down. If anything they were more review. Tests had been completed. There weren‟t finals like
they have in college these days because there was testing on a weekly basis. Those professors …
[did] a heck of a job to teach all this in their respective fields in a given time. It would have been
at least two semesters in each class.
At any rate, the last week was [for] picking up our uniforms. Two or three weeks …
[prior] we [had been] assigned to different stores. Mine was to Saks Fifth Avenue. And you
ordered. You had a list of clothing and you got fitted. They fitted you very well. They were all
good quality stores that we went to, and we got two of everything. Then they had a couple of
weeks to get them tailored and the stripe put on and all that type of stuff. Anyway, because of all
the freedom in the last week the guys who had steadies had … [their] girls come out. So Glad
came and we had a riot in New York because I got off every night. She was staying at the
Barbizon Plaza. They treated her so well and gave her such a good rate and [good treatment] …
that for years every time I went to New York on business I‟d stay there just as loyalty and
appreciation.
I think now the bar [has] become a gay bar and that area changed.
But we went to all the nightclubs. We went to Toots Shor‟s, 21, Copacabana, the
Waldorf Astoria Roof. I can‟t remember them all. But we went to a different place every night
for supper and [later for drinks] …

So she was there for your graduation.
Yes.
And your mom came in?
No.
Any of the other family or just your girlfriend?
Just my girlfriend.
So graduation was the first time you put on your officers’ uniform to wear it.
My new uniform. The ones that I owned. We wore our old caps because we weren‟t
going to be throwing our old ones up in the air. And the old one‟s had our midshipman insignia
on them.
And you were a second lieutenant?
No. I was an ensign.
When you had your graduation.
When I graduated I was commissioned as an ensign, which is the Navy equivalent to a
second lieutenant in the Army and Air Force and Marines.

Duty Assignment
So you had your graduation. When did you find out what you’d be doing next?
During that last week. Almost everybody that I knew – all the rest of my section and
other people I knew around my building – got orders that took them to Little [Creek]…, Virginia,
where they learned how and became skippers of landing craft. This was in preparation for the
invasion of D-Day.
But I had orders that sent me to the Commander Service Force Atlantic Fleet, wherever
he may be. Word got around. We hardly knew anybody who wasn‟t on our floor, but word got
around that there was a guy up on the fourth floor that got orders just like yours and so I went up
there. I don‟t think we were even permitted off our own floor until the last week. So when these
regulations were lifted I went around and asked around. They said, “Yeah, that‟s Martini. He‟s
got those orders.” So I went down the corridor and asked for Martini. He came and we talked
with each other, and it turns out he had graduated from architectural school. Once word got out
that the two of us had connected, then we were told about somebody in John Jay who had the

same orders. I think we went over there together looking for this guy. His name was Dana, but I
forget his first name. Sure enough, he was a civil engineer. We heard authoritatively that a
person on the Prairie State who was also an architectural engineering major. We didn‟t connect
up with him until we … [reported for duty]. At any rate, our orders allowed us – about ten days
to get to our new assignment… [We were] to report to Norfolk, Virginia to join the Commander
Service Force.
… We got our transportation [paid to go] back home, so I went back home for the time.
How much time did you have?
Well, from the 11th to the 22nd – about eleven days to travel and get back to Norfolk in
time. I don‟t remember the arrangements. But there was reimbursement to do that.
So we showed up in Norfolk on a Monday and I guess the four of us went individually –
we all came from different places. And we showed up at the guard gate and asked where
Commander Service Force was located. We got directed to a building and took a bus – Norfolk
is a big base – and we found out that the admiral hasn‟t been to sea in probably three or four
years! He‟s a vice-admiral. I never saw the vice-admiral in all the time I was on his staff. I was
on his staff for the rest of my service.
Which was how long?
I got home for Thanksgiving of 1945, but that was about the only break I ever got in the
Navy. Most people had to report directly to Great Lakes and stay there until they were
discharged. Well, I got orders to report there on November 30, and I got transportation home to
Oak Park. So I got to be home for Thanksgiving. Then I took the North Shore train to Great
Lakes and reported there on the 30 th. And that was because Service Force was handling the undeployment – whatever the word for that is – for everyone in the Atlantic. The chief yeoman
who was in charge of all this … an acquaintance. He took care of his own people.
For the three years or so that you were in this service, what were your responsibilities?
I was doing triangulation of the fall shot. And that‟s why I wrote this paper. Because I
wanted my descendents to know what the devil I was doing, because it‟s so hard to explain! Few
people know what triangulation is.
So I report in to the office of the vice-admiral and then he sends me downstairs in that
building to a particular office…My officer in charge, … Lieutenant [Ted Bowman], was there. It
was only about three or four minutes before we found out, …that Ted is an architect. He‟s in
charge of this operation of 150 men and 35 officers. … [The] work involves plotting on a table,
about 10‟ by 10‟, taking the information from the photographs, plotting it out by straight edges
with sharp pencils and so forth. Ted was so sick and tired of trying to teach lawyers and English
lit people why it‟s important to keep a sharp point, because the thickness of the lead could be 20
yards and that type of thing. That‟s why he apparently told the admiral‟s staff that he needed

some design professionals in there… They could show the other people how to do it. It was
getting too big for him and he couldn‟t do it all by himself.
At any rate, back about 1924 when the Navy, because of limited budgets, only had about
six shells per ship per year to fire in practice, they devised this system to see how close they were
coming to the actual target. The targets at that time were sleds that had a big … [sail] like a
movie screen on it. It was towed by a tugboat that had 800 feet of cable out. So the tug would
pull it along and the ships would be way off. If it happened to be a battleship it might be 12
miles away. They were connected by radio even back then, so they knew somewhat of what was
going on. When they were ready they would start firing. There would be the tug and another
small craft about 800‟ abreast of the tug. There would be a camera on the tug and one on that
other craft. The officer in charge of this operation would be aboard the tug and he would see that
somebody was using a range finder and recording the distance from the tug to the small craft so
they were constantly knowing … [the distance between boats]. They tried, although it wasn‟t
absolutely necessary … to keep him the same distance abreast that the target was behind. Then,
when the ship was firing, the cameras – … [they] were special cameras made by Fairchild – they
were taking simultaneous [photos]. … They had watches in them so that the time was always
[recorded]... They were zeroed at the same time an order is given. … The [cameras] would be
taking a picture of the splash in the water of the fall shot and the target in the same picture, from
the two different angles. If you know the two sides and one angle you can solve the triangle.
So these photographs are taken to the lab on shore and they are developed and printed,
and the next day the officer who … [was] on the tug and another one; at least two – would start
plotting ... [gunnery exercise]. They started this back about 1924. There is a two-line statement
in the watch officer‟s guide about triangulation!
You do a similar thing on anti-aircraft, excepting … one [camera] is on the bow of the
firing ship and the other is on the stern of the firing ship. You know from the data the length of
the ship, so you measure how far your camera is back from the stern or bow, so you know the
distance between the cameras. The target is a sleeve… towed by an aircraft. … A TBF fighter
bomber that was used for utility work, too, and it towed this. Again, they had 800‟ to 1,000‟ out.
Now you have the view from two different cameras and you know the altitude… [So you can
triangulate.]
And that’s how you do the triangulation.
That‟s the basics. Now, what happened, we‟re now building ships like crazy – maybe
three destroyer escorts week and a destroyer every two weeks; a cruiser every now and then,
even battleships. Then aircraft carriers – the main line of the Essex class – and the smaller
aircraft carriers. They all do gunnery practice, too. The result was that the typical week for us
would be that two officers and seven men would go out on a small craft to rendezvous with a
ship on the Chesapeake Bay or out on the ocean. The larger ships firing the bigger guns would
have to go out because they‟d shoot up part of Maryland! But the smaller ones could exercise on
the Bay. We‟d go out overnight. If it was aircraft fire we‟d stay on the ship. We‟d meet the
ship out there, climb up the ladder to board. Oftentimes we‟d just come back on the ship, other
times on a small craft. We‟d do the plotting. Oftentimes we‟d go out twice a week and do that.

But for aircraft it would take so long to plot it – a day and a half – and then we‟d give the results
to the chain of command. As a result, I was on about 150 different ships!
We were doing two a week, typically.
Your work helped to train and evaluate people who were aiming at these targets.
Yes. Sometimes there would be an older ship with a new crew and they were testing out
the crew. Sometimes it would be an older ship with totally new armament, and they‟re testing
out the armament. Most often it would be a new ship and a new crew. Once in a while, on a
surface run, a shot would be fired in front of the tug. We had a tug – it was a sea-going tug. Its
skipper was a lieutenant commander. And … if … a lieutenant commander [was captain] on that
ship, boy, did those wires burn! This was a mustang – a mustang was an enlisted man who is
commissioned as an officer. They‟ve had 25 years experience before they‟re commissioned. So
they‟d really tell those green …
They’d express themselves! So you did this the whole time you were in the Navy – you did
this type of work.
Basically, yes.
My friend Martini that I told you about, we were both sent down to Bermuda about the
same time – he a little bit before me. We had bases in Casco Bay, Maine, San Juan, Puerto Rico,
Guantanamo Bay, Bermuda, and of course Norfolk. Those were the chief ones where they shook
down the ships.
Were you in Norfolk most of the time or did you travel to these different places?
I was in Bermuda for nine months. When we were there, there were five – the officer in
charge of the detachment, two JG‟s, Martini and I were ensigns. One of the JG‟s was a high
school math teacher. We got thinking that we ought to be able to solve these triangles
mathematically and not have to plot them out, and they would be just as exact as our photographs
and our ability to take them off would make them, and make it faster. So we worked on this.
Martini and I would give them the triangles, and Harry Vere and John Burleson … would work
out the formulas. It was accommodating the mathematics to the Monroe calculators that we had.
This was long before the digital … [equipment] we have [today] and they were limited in what
they could do – it was all gears ... [operation]. Calculators in those days were $500 to $700
things used by accountants and insurance people. Anyway, after about two-and-a-half months
we got it solved and found out we could … [make it work] … [we did] two or three practices
both ways – graphically [and by our mathematical formulas].
We presented … [this to] our officer, in charge. [He] took it down to the base, to the
captain who was in charge of the Navy in Bermuda. He got permission to do a series both ways
and he accepted it. But then Martini got transferred back, I got transferred back, and we both got
married. We never knew what happened to … [our updated system].

… [We learned that if we did a good job at outlying bases, when we returned at Norfolk,
there was a good change that we could get a ten day leave]. So Martini said if we got leave we
could [each of us go home and] get married! ... I don‟t know how we got messages got back and
forth. … We were at an air base because we had these … [airmen] towing these sleeves. We
were buddies with them, so if we needed to have something sent back to the base they would
mail or take it over. So Martini found out he was getting leave and he arranged with his girl and
his family that he would be home with time enough to get married. … [When the end of my
tour] was getting close I wrote Glad that I didn‟t know exactly when I was coming … [back to
the states], and I didn‟t know exactly when I was getting leave, but I was pretty sure I was
getting leave and we‟d be able to get married. So she said that was great with her and let her
know as soon as I could.
As it got closer I told her it was getting surer, but when was still a question. And I
wouldn‟t know until I got back to … [home] base. So when I got back and reported to Ted he
told me I could have some leave. It would be about a month before I got it. My mother-in-law
always told me I had given her a month to get a whole wedding together. So I did and we got
married.
You got married here in the Chicago area?
Yes. In Oak Park. And Glad went back with me to Norfolk. I had arranged … [for] a
little house built for workers at the base and the military – something Farms; Dixie Farms. The
way I got it was … [the owner had] rented it [to a navy officer]. He got transferred, so he turned
it over to another officer who was replacing him. The other officer paid the rent by money order
in the first guy‟s name, and he bought the furniture from him. When I got it I paid … $500 for
the furniture and paid monthly rent by money order in that original guy‟s name. So we had a
house to live in for about six months, I think. Then one day, Ted called me into his office and
said, “Thurb, I‟ve … [new] duty for you ....” Attached to Service Force was a World War I
battleship, the USS Wyoming, that was outfitted as a sort of proving ground for armaments and
directors, which directed the guns. They were actually the first computers in their infancy. So
this ship was stationed there in Norfolk and would go out to sea to do these exercises. He said,
“Our guy there is not working out. He convinced the captain he couldn‟t do anything on the ship
except the camera parties‟ work and the triangulation.” … The Wyoming is part of the
Commander … [Operational] Training Command. He‟s a rear admiral. But he sees Admiral
Sharp all the time at the club. And he‟s telling his buddy, the vice-admiral, what a lousy guy he
sent out to the ship. So we had to do something about that – it‟s giving everybody a bad name.
So I want you to go out and take his place and make it better.
So what am I supposed to do! He‟s in his bunk all the time. … Sometime between when
I got my orders and three or four days later when I had to report, I figured I knew what I would
do.
When we got out of midshipman school we thought we were going to sea, fire guns and
navigate, do all this sea-going Navy stuff – not all this plotting. So I thought I know what … [to]
do. You report to the executive officer when you go aboard a ship. So I thought I would tell the
executive officer that I‟d like to stand watches, like ship‟s company does. So I did that. I guess,

for one thing, the Reserves were getting slip-shod and not reporting in to the executive officers.
I gathered later that they‟d just give their orders to the yeoman. Anyway, I made my
appointment – 15 minutes is all you‟d get – and I reported [and said] that I wanted to stand
watches. I said I had gone to midshipman school and learned all this stuff and I thought I could
do it. I thought I could do it and wanted to stand watches. He didn‟t know about that – he was
thinking of my predecessor. But finally he … [agreed] the chief watch officer and had me
standing as junior officer of the watch for about two weeks. Then he said, “Hell, you can stand
officer of the deck watches.” And he put me on a regular schedule and I did that along with my
other ... [duty]. Every three days you had the duty – I think two people had the duty each day
and you alternated the watches.
… [At that time,] we were more or less working on a Monday to Friday schedule and
would get home for the weekends. That was nice.
Especially since you were newlyweds.
Yes. Especially when I went on the ship, we gave up the house. We gave it to the …
[officer] who was taking my spot. And he paid me $450 … for the furniture... When I … [was
ordered to] the ship, [Gladys and I] took a room in a rooming house – [from] one of the …
dowagers who were renting. They had no money, but got money from the service personnel. At
any rate, we were in three different houses.
Finally, the duty for the Wyoming was changing … – I don‟t know why; perhaps it was
more secret shells or something like that, and we had to get out of Norfolk. … We essentially
were transferred to Casco Bay, Maine. But we were going back and forth to the Brooklyn Naval
Yard ... Maybe it was the directors that kept … [coming to us for testing when they were] …
installed … we … [returned] to Maine, which is just a small base. We would never tie up to a
pier. We anchored [in the bay]. …
Anyway, at that point Glad went back home to Oak Park.
How long were you still doing this work after she went home?
I guess eight or nine months.
So when we got to this new duty, when we were going back and forth across the shipping
lanes – Boston and New York. The senior watch officer called me aside and said, “I hate to do
this to you, but the captain is being called so often by the officers of the deck for needless
reasons, that he can‟t get a night‟s sleep. Three of you – you, the assistant navigator and one
other … [officer] – are the only ones he trusts enough. He wants you to handle all the night
watches when we‟re going back and forth so he can get a night‟s sleep.” That was a pretty nice
accolade, I thought. It turned out I just happened to be the officer of the deck at the time when
VE Day came. The European war was over. I got to announce it over the ship‟s speaker system.
What was the reaction on the ship?

Hooray! There were only a few people on deck at the time – everybody was below deck.
And they started pouring out. And it just so happened that I was the officer of the deck when the
war with Japan [ended] – VJ Day came.
So you got to make that announcement, too!
Yes. That had been rumored for so long – for several days. I think they got false
messages. I wasn‟t the first one to announce it, but I was the one to announce the real one.
After that the point system went in, where [by] you got points for time in service, more
points for sea duty. All my duty was sea duty, because even though it wasn‟t continuous I was
on ships all the time. Of course if you had been a prisoner of war you got more points, and a
couple of other things. At any rate you had to just wait around until you were told you were
going to be sent home. Near the end of … [my] time the gunnery officer, who was a regular
Navy commander, took me into the ward room and gave me the pitch that if I would stay in the
Navy … I had … [been notified] that I was up for promotion to lieutenant. I never … [actually
received the promotion] until after I was a civilian!
Anyway, he said if I would agree to ship over – stay with the ship – I would make
lieutenant commander in short order. But I told him, “You went to Annapolis because you
wanted to be a Navy officer. I went to IIT because I wanted to be an architect. I worked at that
and that‟s what I want to do.” But I got a nice letter from the captain of the ship, thanking me for
my service and wording … acknowledging that I‟d changed things around. He couldn‟t come
out and say I did better than the goldbrick who had been there.
So … I got my orders … to return to Service Force Atlantic Fleet, the ship … [was back
in] Norfolk ... So I walked across and joined that mess. It was about three or four days until I
got my [separation] orders, and that‟s when I got … [a] break from being part of the in-group.
They gave me orders so I got to go home for Thanksgiving. And I‟d [not] have to stay at Great
Lakes over the holidays.

Discharge and Return to Civilian Life
This was 1945, so you were home for Thanksgiving and you were discharged?
I was discharged in about February of 1946.
I had kept in touch with the people at Kraft. I was kind of worried. Now I have a wife to
support and was unemployed. So I went back to Kraft and they welcomed me with open arms.
… [My old boss] said if I would come to work December 1 I would get a full Christmas bonus.
So that was one of the happiest days of my life, … [learning that I had a paying job].
I was making $157.50 when I left, and he gave me $225 a month! So now I could really
support a wife.

When you got back to civilian life and settled in, did you go back and do any more
schooling? You went to work, obviously.
No. I went back to work. My next objective was getting my architect license, and I had
to have three years working for a registered architect before I could take the exam. And I had
about 15 months at that time. I soon left Kraft foods. My objective was always to be in an
architect‟s office, not a corporate office. I found out that if I wanted to stay with Kraft, the path
to promotions would be with a particular division manager who asked for me to go out on trips
with them when they were looking at cheese plants that needed revision. He asked for me two or
three times. I realized he was an up-and-comer in that company and the idea passed through my
mind, but not for long, that if I wanted to stay with the company I ought to see about getting on
his staff. I had the right instincts, because that guy became president and chairman of the
company, and he was the one who was chairman when Kraft arranged that merger with Nabisco.
If I had stayed I would have been in some pretty decent position myself.
But you wanted to go.
Yes.
Where did you go after that?
I went to a firm called Friedman, Alschuler and Sincere in the Loop. Alfred Alschuler …
[had been] a prominent architect. He was dead by now and Ralph Friedman was the senior
partner. I was with them for five years. Then I saw that I had learned about all I could from that
firm.
So I took a job with a sole practitioner. I became an associate and we built up the firm. I
became a partner. When I retired the original senior partner had died. I was president and senior
partner of the firm. We were 24 people at that time, and we used consulting engineers for all our
engineering work. Some offices have engineers on … [their] staff, but we found it was better [to
use consultants] …
After a couple of years I did consulting work with the firm, … [the size was now] six
people. They did the same volume of work that we used to do! They had two partners instead of
... [three]. The difference, of course, was that they used computers. They did everything on
CAD.
I put in the original computers, but … [we] put them in, in ... [stages]. We put them in to
do our business and clerical work, spec writing, … controlling the finances and things like that,
with the idea that after we got those in we would have to train everybody to operate CAD. But I
retired before we did that. As a matter of fact, I never did learn to use our computers because I
was too busy. So I had to learn on my own.
Have you kept in touch with any of the guys you met in the service? Martini or any of the
others?

I did for a while, but we fell apart. He was from New York, but his wife was from
around here. He came to Chicago. He was quite a politician. We lived in different parts [of the
metro area]. He lived on the south side and then the north side. In 1953 we moved to Park
Forest. So we drifted apart. But other than that I have not kept in touch with anybody.

Lasting Impressions
When you look back at your experiences in the Navy, how did your time affect the way you
look at the world today and the situations today with the military?
Well, I‟m influenced a little more … [by] my grandson who is an officer in the Air Force
[than I am by my memories]. He‟s a pilot and flies C130‟s and has been deployed over there.
That‟s a little more immediate – his concerns.
I‟ve always been proud of my service. I realize that I had a very sheltered life [while in
the Navy]. … [There were a few moderately] dangerous situations. I was in a hurricane off
Cape Hatteras with 80‟ waves when I was on an old yard tug that lost its power when the water
flooded the engine room, and a destroyer escort was able to put oil on troubled waters to the
extent of getting a line to … [us] and they towed us back to Norfolk. That was a really touchand-go situation. There were a few others.
I remember one thing. This was not as dangerous. … It was an Essex class carrier – it
wasn‟t the Essex because the Essex was the first one. But it was a brand new one. We went out
to rendezvous with them. I had six or seven men. … Our little craft, probably an 80‟ Coast
Guard cutter [came alongside]. So the aircraft hooked their Jacobs‟ ladder over the side. The
sea is going up and down – … 6‟ to 8‟ waves. … I got on the ladder to climb up. That was hard
because it was dangling from the deck of the carrier and you‟re hanging in the air. I‟m … [up to
the] top rung with my hand, [but I‟m] still five or six feet from the deck. So these three bosuns
are up there scratching their heads about how to get me up. So I went back down and got back
on ... [cutter]. And that‟s not an easy thing. You have to wait until the deck gets back up to you
and then you jump! That‟s hard and dangerous. They finally hooked … [the Jacob‟s ladder]
another place, a little astern of where we were. … Only about two-and-a-half feet [below the
officers deck].
I climbed up again and … [wondered] how I was going to make it if … [my] arm doesn‟t
stretch up to the deck. You‟re not going to let go. What‟s worse is if you fall you don‟t fall into
the water, but on the boat below. So you‟re a goner. So finally … a couple of big, brawny
bosun mates – maybe a chief and someone else … got down on their bellies and they reached
down and grabbed me. Now I‟m climbing up the ladder and get on the top run, and with their
help – and they were strong, thank gosh – I got over. And then my men had to do the same thing
– the officer had to go first because you don‟t send your men to do something you won‟t do
yourself.
It wasn‟t all just easy duty.

I think I got off on a tangent. What was your question?
In a little broader sense, how has your military service affect your life?
Well, of course for the three years I was in and a little time after, … we thought they
were wasted years – time out of our lives. We had to do it, and we were willing to do it, but it
was just wasted time. The sooner we got out, the better. And so on and so forth.
… It wasn‟t more than maybe five years later that I realized – it was at the time I was
taking the architect‟s exam, and I was taking it [at the same time two other people from our
office], … [one had been] an officer in the Army and [the other]… an officer in the Air Force.
And we all, very fortunately, made it the first time. And that doesn‟t happen very often. I guess
the fact that we had been out of school for quite a while made us realize we really had to study
and brush up. And because of that we made it.
… Soon after that, that the [three of us put into] situations where we were … in charge of
certain phases of the work in the architectural office. We‟d [be] … called in to Ralph
Friedman‟s office to meet with a client. Maybe he was president of the company, senior
manager … [and] so forth. We didn‟t have any problem talking to these guys. We figured, in
my case, we had had to talk to captains and commanders of ships and had to deal with them.
And if we didn‟t get chewed out by the captain, no Jerry Goldblatt was going to scare me. I had
been in tougher situations than that.
So we began to realize that what we experienced in the service put us in pretty good stead
with what we were experiencing in civilian life. So the argument that it was wasted time didn‟t
hold water.
It wasn’t just the military experience you gained, it was the life experience that affected
you.
Right.
Is there anything else you’d like to add before we finish?
I did have that good experience in 2012 when I took the Honor Flight. That was a very
good experience. I had been to Washington two or three times, and I had seen some of the
memorials but not all. But it was the people experience that was so outstanding. When we got
to the airport in Dulles and we were walking … [from] the plane, on both sides of us there were
people greeting us. They were clapping and wishing us well and thanking us for our service. It
was just amazing and very touching. These were all strangers! We were in a different city.
And then when we came back to Midway – we fly from Midway and you‟ve probably
heard this from everybody.
I’ve heard from several people who’ve been on an Honor Flight that they give you a packet
of letters.

Yes. But there were a couple of hundred people in the first corridor, and they were from
different organizations. There were some service people there who came as a group. I forget
now what they were. And they‟re all trying to shake our hand and greet us. I thought it was
over, and then we take a turn and there were a thousand people there! And I looked and there
was a person from my church, and I thought that was so nice of her to come. We had served on a
board together some time ago and we‟ve been friends for a long time. It was so nice of her to
come. And over there was an assistant minister. And I thought, “Holy cats! This is just
outstanding.” And then I take another turn and there are about 40 people from my church who
are all standing there and clapping. It was just amazing – the outpouring of good will.
Well, I’d like to thank you for your service as well. And also thank you for sharing your
story with us.

